
REPORT ON TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT OF NESTLE COMPANY

Nestle Bangladesh training and development program or process that Mainly we focus this report how to maintain and
what types of methods follow in training The Company will continue to grow through our policy of constant innovation.

Our size and scale also enable us to provide good jobs and apprenticeships to young people around the world
who need it. It is also important that businesses are more diverse and inclusive, and better reflect society. Did
you find what you were looking for on our website? What could we do better? We have prepared our report on
December 17, which will be submitted by December 19,  Why it matters Everyone is entitled to decent
employment, with equal opportunities, a living wage, security, prospects for development, and the freedom to
express their concerns, organize, and participate in the decisions that affect their lives. We also learn various
things. So it acts an important role in HR department. A modular training programme will be rolled out on the
various components of the Corporate Business Principles. This means equal opportunities, a living wage,
prospects for development, and the freedom to express concerns, organize and participate in the decisions that
affect their lives. Our work promoting decent employment and diversity contributes to SDG s 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10,
16 and  For example, the training on the human rights components will focus on managers and employees in
countries of higher human rights risks as a priority, with the aim to having completed the first training cycle
by the end of the year. Youth unemployment is a serious issue, contributing to global poverty and damaging
communities and their futures. If you want more specific, then Furniture manufacturing, health Drinks
marketing, etc. And tried to our best think,what types of training and development process should be followed
for their employees increasing knowledge and skills. For this, they did not sufficient time to fulfill our queries
and some of them neglected us to support. We create these report by Microsoft office  We tried to overcome
the difficulties. We have made a survey for required information in Nestle official site in net. We actively
support diversity in all its forms throughout our business and work hard to promote the inclusion of people
from different generations and cultures, and those with different abilities and sexual orientation LGBTI. These
things hampered the information collection. Our contribution As a global company, we are proud of our
diversity. Our approach Decent employment and equal opportunities are fundamental to our culture. Our
material issues are those that have the most impact on the economy, society and the environment. Everybody
is entitled to decent work. Creating shared value Those are- 1 To develop our Knowledge in Human Resources
Management Program 2 And provide more Valuable Information gathered for who passionate employee to
want to join in this company 1. We employ around people and have factories or operations in almost every
country in the world. We are acquired more experience to research and analysis this report, that help us future
job performance. Finally,We thanked those people who are help through valuable information. We also use
our scale and size to provide jobs, apprenticeships and training for young people, helping them find
employment or gain the skills they need to enter the workplace. Official web-site and others web site, friends
and many others peoples. We are also committed to offering opportunities to those who face barriers to entry.
We want to inspire people to lead healthier lives, as we believe a safe, healthy workplace creates a healthier
business. But unfortunately we faced some difficulties when preparing this report. Businesses also benefit
from the greater productivity that comes from a diverse, secure, and motivated workforce. For this reason, we
could not get a fluent time schedule for the report. We greatly value your feedback. We collecting data and
some valuable information by internet from Nestle Bangladesh Ltd. In line with this commitment, we are also
pledged to closing the gender pay gap, with equal pay for equal work for our employees. See how we map our
material issues to the UN SDGs pdf, Kb We are dedicated to creating workplaces that are decent, respectful
and inclusive.


